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MI.. SKINNER said no ; the tin was precipitated throughout 
the solution, and not at the surface of the tin plate, so that 
no E.M.F. of the kincl was to be expected. 
Mr. APPLEYARD thought that Prof. Minchiii had used tin 
chloride cells with two  tin plates for electrodes, the cells only 
working when one plate was illuminated. 
MI.. TROTTER wished to know whether heating the cell 
supplied energy to it: or simply removed an obstacle in the 
form of polarization. 
Mi.. SKINNER thought that heating acted by removing an  
obstacle. 
Capt. Armm-And so doing work. 
XL. ATote o n  a Simple G~cplu'c Illust?wtion of the Deter- 
minantal Relation of Dyncmics. B y  G. H. BRYAN *. 
IN the wholo range of theoretical dynamics there is probably 
no theorem which is so difficult to  fully grasp as the 
determinantal relation connecting t,he iiiultiple differential of 
the initial coordinates and iiioineiita of a system with that of 
its f ind coordiiintes and momenta. This relation, which 
may almost be regarded as the keystone to the Kinetic Theory 
of Gases, is conveniently written in  the Jacobinn forti1 
where pl, p 2 , .  . . are the generalized moments corresponding 
to the gencrnlized coordiiiates pl, q2 , .  . . , and unaccented 
and accented letters refer respectively to initial values and 
f ind values after a fixed interval of tiine t. 
To my iiiind the difficulty of orasping this result arises from h the want of simple graphical illustrations and verifications 
from first principles not involving the use of the Calculus. 
Tho following illustrative examples of its applications to 
systems with oiie degree of freedom have afforded me great 
* Rend April 26, 1895. 
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assistance in understanding the theorem, and I trust that they 
may prove useful to  others. 
Consider a particle moving in the straight line OX (fig. 1) 
iinder any lam of force. Let M be the position of the particIc a t  
any instant, and let the velocity of the particle at this iiistant be 
represented by the ordinate M P  drawn at  right angles to O S .  
Then, since the momentum is proportional t o  the velocity, the 
coordinates OM, M P  represent the coordinate and momentum 
of the particle a t  the given instant, and we may call P the 
representative point. 
Now let four such particles of equal inass be projected 
simultaneously, having the initial coordinates ,?: and x+ 6s 
and the initial velocities v and v+6v.  The representative 
points will form a small rectaiigle P Q R S of area ax. 6v. 
Let P’ Q’ R’ S’ be the corresponding representative points 
at any subsequent instant t. 
Then the deterininantal relation asserts that the area of the 
srnall parallelogriiin P’ Q’ R’ S’ is equal to that of the rect- 
angle Y Q R S. 
[Instead of taking four particles we might suppose the 
points P, Q, R, S to refer to  the same particle prqjected with 
different initial conditions and allowed to move for a fixed 
time-interval t . ]  
This property may be verified from first principles in the 
following simple cases :- 
CASE I. Let the motio,r. be un;f0i*mZy acceler*ated. Then from 
tlie equations 
and the corresponding equations obtained by substituting 
I C + ~ X  for x and v + 6 v  For 17, it is easy to see (fig. 1) that the 
parallelogram Y’Q’R’S’ has its base P’Q’ pai-allel t o  OX and 
equal to  P Q  or 82, ancl its altitude equal to P Q  or Su 
Therefore 
0‘ = 0 +ft, 8’ = x + ut + +ft”, 
area P’Q’R’S’=area PQRS. 
The parallelogram will, however, have uiidergone a shear, 
the points R, S having advanced beyond P, Q by an amount 
(M’K’=)Gu, t. Hence 
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and is proportional to t. As the time increases, the diagoual 
P’S’ becomes more and more elongLted, but the area. of the 
parallelogram remains the same. 
Fig. 1. 
CASE 11. Let the mot ion  be simple harmonic, the accelesa- 
tion varying as the distance from a fixed point 0 (fig. 2). 
Then, by properly choosing the scale of representation of 
Fig. 2. 
velocity, the representative points of different particles will 
all describe coiicciitric circles about 0 with uniform angular 
velocity. Hence the figure PQRS will be brought into the 
position P’Q’R’S’ by rotating about 0 through a certain 
angle, and the areas of the two figures will of course be 
equal. 
Case I. might be deduced as the limit of Case 11. by 
(i.) reducing the scnlc of representation of velocity so thnt 
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the circles becotne projected into ellipse3 ; (ii.) supposing the 
centre 0 t o  go off to infinity, so that these ellipses grndoally 
become elongated into parabolas. 
The case of a repulsive force varying directly as the distance 
would be a little more complicated ; and it  therefore seeins 
hardly worth while to  give a proof fo r  it, though the legiti- 
macy of the correspoudiiig inference for this case might be 
inferred. by means of dl imagimry pro,jection.” The theorem 
might possibly then be estended to the case of any variable 
law of force by dividing up the times, and therefore the corre- 
sponding spaces decribed, into elements so sinall that tho 
force iniglit be supposed to vary uniformly with the dizt .anco 
along OX in  any single element. This is not put forward as 
a satisfactory proof, but then the object of this note was to  
show, not, how to prove the theorem, but how to convince 
oneself of its truth after proving it by highly analytical 
methods. This I found hard i n  the case of systems like that 
of Case I., where a slight variation in the iiiiti:il conditions 
(viz. the difference of velocity 6v of the point’s M’K’) causes 
two such systems to separate indefinitely. I could not see 
how this was compatihle with the multiple differeatid (6x. 6v)  
remaining constmt till I had worked out the above esplnna- 
tion. I t  is a pity that systems with more than one degree of 
freedom could not be treated by this graphic method, but a 
similar objection applies equally to the graphic proof of the 
forinulu for uniformly accelerated motion of our test-books 
and to’many other valuable illustrations of the principles of 
dynamics. 
DISCUSSIOX, 
Dr. STONEY thought the argunients were based on nctioiis 
clepending on the distances of the inolecules ailcl the sup- 
position that they were rigid. I n  his opinion events O C C L I ~  
in nature which are not represented by this simple theory, 
and great reservation should be showii in accepting L3yn:~- 
mica1 problems which leave out of accouii t actions occurring 
between matter and the ether. In nature nothing was large 
and nothing was small except re!ativcly. Even molecules 
might possess infinite detail of structure. Their inter- 
action with the ether must bo considered j i i  any complete 
theory. 
